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BreakingBad
Charting new territory and Challenging his own design aesthetic,
designer aShiSh SOni comes out a winner with his most
eXPeRiMenTal collection to date, finds Akshita Phoolka
Photograph by Kunaal Bose
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t was day four of fashion week in October last year and the excitement
for Soni’s show was palpable. It was his 20th year, and this
would be his first show in India after a two-year hiatus from the
Indian runways.
The show kicked-off to a stylish start as the first face, Diandra Soares
glided in in a beige cape-like jacket, a panelled peplum top, and a grey
pencil skirt paired with an oversized, monochromatic, polka-dotted scarf
around her neck. Simple, understated, and effortless, it was in true Soni
style. It was only later, when the show progressed into a mad cacophony
of red blood cell-inspired polka prints juxtaposed with bacterial patterns,
viruses, and all sorts of medical references that the collection took a sharp
detour from what one would normally expect of the designer. What was
he thinking? “Well, 2012 was a disturbing year for me. Due to the death
of a loved one in the family, I inadvertently found myself in and out of
hospitals. That aside, I am quite a science geek, which is something not
many people know about me. And I strongly believe that there is a

scientific logic to whatever we do. Whether it is art and design, or life
and nature, everything has a pattern behind it. Which is why those things
happen the way they do,” quips Soni about where his inspiration lay for
his big comeback collection.
While personal loss and scientific patterns may have formed the
backbone of the show, the collection was anything but a macabre display.
On the contrary, it had an irreverent air of lightness, free flow, and
freshness, given the 40s and 50s inspired silhouettes—defined waists,
pencil skirts and dresses, peplum shirts, tie-up tops, exaggerated sleeves,
tailored trenches, summer jackets, and the season’s au courant cropped
pants. But the star of the show were the prints—a dizzying
display of polka dots, chromosomes, bacteria, and whatever else geeky,
laboratory technicians and medical photographers would be most
comfortable around.
Challenging his own design aesthetic and venturing into fresh territory,
this is the first time Soni has done a collection that has print at its heart.
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“I love a challenge. Being the first to go into virgin, that looked like polka dots. He needed that depth of
unexplored neighbourhoods is a thrill for me as a research to reflect his 3D renditions, so that when
designer, and that is why I wanted to do something the collection came down on the runway, it evoked
with print. Plus, I have been living and working in a strong reaction. Which it did. While some people
London for two years as the chief design officer at understood what he was trying to get at, others found
Vanessa G (a London-based brand), which happens themselves fumbling in the dark, trying to make sense
to be a very print-based brand, and I think that of what had just happened. Soni attributes three
definitely influenced me. It was as if I learnt a new art reasons for this. “Depth of information, sensory
there and now all I needed to do was write my own overload, and a complete blank-out or crash, much
story with my own signature, and express myself with like a computer does when you feed it more than it
my own style,” says Soni.
can understand.” But Soni was prepared for this. He
And write his own story he did. Surveying the collection knew that the kind of information or newness he was
under Soni’s supervision at his studio, it is apparent how sending out might be a tad experimental or over-thehis mind has spilled onto every piece, and how he has top for the audience. Moreover, he isn’t one to worry
paid great attention to every aspect of his print-making too much about too many opinions. With 20 years
process. Soni started off with intense research on blood in the industry, it’s the views of the people that are
cells, chromosomes, viruses, and the brain, and what most important to him that matter. “I can’t possibly
they all looked like under an electron microscope. Since make everyone happy and I’m not here to make
a lot of information of this kind was not readily available, everyone happy. I’m here to make clothes.”
he approached a few medical technicians and
For someone who’s womenswear audience in India
photographers so he could gain access to essential slides is as niche as Soni’s, this is quite a big risk. Has the
and images that he could use as a starting point for his scientific experiment paid off? If Kareena Kapoor’s
patterns. “It was very interesting and challenging for me appearance in Soni’s Spring 2013 cellular dress is
to work with them. They told me things I wouldn’t have anything to go by, we’re guessing it has. But Soni is yet
known on my own. I mean
to find out the real extent
one of my dresses features the
the success of his
“I love a challenge. Being the of
insides of brain cells and
collection as summer
first to go into virgin,
broken up vitamin C!
begins, and he starts
How would anyone, even unexplored neighbourhoods is getting the first stirrings
doctors, have any use for
his sales from the
a thrill for me as a designer.” of
looking closely at vitamins
stores. The Soni woman
in the body?”
has always been
With such thorough preparation and research, it is alternative, unconventional–not your typical glamour
no wonder these 3D renditions of our bodies look girl. She’s not the kind of woman who needs a magazine
so interesting. Coupled with Soni’s keen sense of or stylist to tell her what she wants; she is confident
balance, the collection carefully combines several rich and styles herself in her own idiosyncratic way. With
and disturbing elements together in one look, never this collection however, Soni is still slightly surprised.
however appearing fragmented. Working “I am definitely shocked by the kind of response I’ve
within the boundaries of his own minimalism, he gotten from women who would normally never wear
masterfully gains control over busy patterns and colours. my clothes. The celebrity following we’ve had over the
A classic example of this is one of his stand-out patterned last three months is more than I’ve had in the last three
trenches—monochromatic viruses on the bodice years. So while my original customer still exists, a new
juxtaposed with mildly psychedelic and colourful breed of women has suddenly emerged. I have no idea
innards of brain cells and bacteria down below, printed why, but I am happy about it.”
on an expertly tailored fabric.
Does this mean we might see more of Soni’s
Wearable, beautiful, and exciting, Soni has created womenswear in the near future? “I have always
an amalgam of pieces that are extremely relevant. He consciously held back on the distribution of our
himself reiterates this fact when he looks back at the womenswear line in India because I feel the customer
most challenging aspects of marrying his inspiration here is limited. It’s almost like the comparison between
with the reality of producing an intelligent collection. art cinema and commercial films. So I definitely have
“I wasn’t doing all this research because I felt like my fears regarding this. But in recent times I have found
suddenly becoming a scientist or that I was missing that my reservations are being continuously challenged.
school. The idea was to show people something they The customers I served 10 years ago have increased
hadn’t seen before, while at the same time making it manifold, so maybe by the end of this year I will break
relevant to them because at the end of the day, it has away from my cocoon a little bit and work at opening
to be fashion.”
up the womenswear distribution,” says Soni.
Soni has a great ability to take a spark of inspiration
This comes as great news for some of us. The market
forward in a clever way, and not leave it at its nascent, could use a little stroke of originality and genius,
most basic stage. Which is why it wasn’t enough for both of which seem to be the cornerstones of
him to just have some flat 2D prints of blood cells Soni’s sensibilities. n
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